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Please see the Skiing Fundamentals or Snowboard Fundamentals for additional information 
that is critical to Movement Analysis! 

Phases of a Turn 
There are 3 phases of a turn, with a transition occurring in the Finish and Initiation phase. 
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Process of Movement Analysis 
Observe… what you see: Terrain, task, ski performance, body performance, DIRT, etc.  Take everything 
in you can! 

Evaluate… what you see: Do the movements match what would ideally be demonstrated for that task? 
What is the Cause and Effect Relationship of Equipment (Ski/Snowboard) to Snow interaction, and Body 
to Equipment interaction?  What is the highest priority item that will produce the largest change in their 
sliding, that can be accomplished within the time allotted? 

Prescribe… a specific focus to isolate the movement or interaction between the equipment and snow.  
Perform the focus in a drill or exercise that can be broken down into 

1. Stationary (how can we do it while we are not moving) 
2. Simple (Isolate the skill in a simple drill, on easier terrain) 
3. Complex (Make the drill a little more complex, still on easier terrain) 
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4. Whole (Apply back to their free sliding, and revert back to the same or other drills if more work 
is needed) 

 Don’t forget to integrate what you are doing into the teaching cycle! 

 

Questions/Process to follow for Basic MA: 
1. Student Demographic (7 yo male, female in 30s, etc.) 
2. Terrain they are skiing on – Green/Blue/Black, snow conditions, etc. 
3. Comfort Level – how comfortable to they appear to be on these conditions 
4. Type of turn, or task they are trying to complete 
5. Skiers – In Balance 

Snowboarders – Reference Alignments 
6. When are the primary rotary movements happening? (Phase of turn) 

a. What is the cause? 
i. Ski Design – is pressure on the edge creating the rotary movement? 

ii. Terrain – is the natural terrain (hill, bumps) causing the rotary movement? 
iii. Body Rotation – Is a movement in their body causing the rotary movement? 

1. Is that rotary driven by the lower body? 
2. Is that rotary driven by the full body (upper body typically leads the 

movement)? 
3. Is that rotary driven by a counter rotational force (does the upper body 

move one direction and the lower body move the other direction)? 
7. When is the primary edging movement happening? (Phase of turn) 

a. What is the primary cause? 
i. Leaning into the hill (Inclination) 

ii. Creating angles with the body (angulation) 
1. Are those angles initiate at the feet, or does the hip drop? 

8. When does the primary pressure shift occur? (Phase of turn) 
a. What type of pressure shift is it? 

i. Fore/Aft 
ii. Left/Right (Heel side/Toe side) 

iii. Up/Down 
b. What is the primary cause? 

i. Terrain – is it the natural terrain (hill, bumps) 
ii. Flexion/Extension – Is the body moving to create the shift? 

iii. Equipment – is the equipment rebound causing the shift? 
9. Do I need to correct something in their skiing/riding first, or can we build upon their skills? 

a. If you need to correct something, What seemed the farthest from ‘effective 
skiing/snowboarding’ and could be fixed within the time allotment? 

b. If you can just build upon their skills, pick what will advance them the farthest with the 
least amount of work! 


